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WEATHER EMERCENCIES

by Robert S. Turk
Stearns Weaver Miller Weissler
Alhadeff & Sitterson, PA

Hurricane Irma. For Floridians,
that's all you need to say.

My family and I fled our Miami
home from "Category 4Itma." Accord-
ing to Governor Rick Scott, Irma would
bc 'â deadly stornì" the likes of wiiich
'bur state has never seen." With projec-
tions pointing to landfall in Miami, we
drove to what we thought would be a
relatively safe spot-the city of Tampa.
Hey, if you want to lose weight quickly
and continue to have no appetite, just
flee to a"safe" area that ends up becom-
ing the bull's-eye for a hurricane.

For all the anxiety, long gas lines,
lack of electricity, lack of hot food, non-
stop Weather Channel warnings, and
crush of people on the road,I was im-
pressed with so many employees with
whom I interacted before, during, and
after the hurricane. Almost all per-
formed with grace and professionalism
in the face of panicked and demanding
customers.

Kudos to the food servers, manag-
ers, gas station attendants, police, house-
keepers, cashiers, and store employees
at their posts all along I-75 from Weston
to Tampa both pre- and post-hurricane.

We stayed at one Tampa hotel that
had its opening day the Friday before
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Irma's Sunday night arrival. Its reserva-
tion system wasnt even up and running
yet. The employees nevertheless hung
together,led by their new general man-
ager. Somehow, they were able to assign
rooms to the crush of locals (and their
pets) who were told to run to higher
ground.

Relatives asked r-ls to stav with them
at another Tampa hotel, so we moved
the Saturday night before the storm. As
Irma approached, the hotel lost power.
After the storm, even with no power,
the staff at the second hotel did all they
could to please their guests, including
somehow serving three meals a day.
The hotel's HR director told me that
immediately after the hurricane, more
than 70 percent of her staff was on duty.
Remarkable, indeed.

Just one restaurant down the street
was open on Monday, the day after the
hurricane. It was packed. Only one cook
and four servers took care of what had
to be a record crowd. I went back Tues-
day before noon and asked ouï server
how she and the others made it through
the night before. She just laughed, told
me how tired she was, and how it was
"nothing" to show up for work. She told
me a coworker had served over $3,500
in food and drink the previous night
and was on duty again. She told me she
had served over 92,000. That's a lot of
burgers, fries, and beer to serve in one
evening.
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AGENCY ACTION 

Agency predicts insolvency for insurance pro
gram. The insur;inc:c program for multiemployer 
pension plans is likely to go insolvent by the n I of 
2025, according to an August 20·17 reporl from th 
Pension Benefit Gu ranty Corporation (PBG ). The 
multi mployer program covers more than 10 mil
lion Americans. The agency said its projections for 
the insurance program for single-employer pension 
plans, which covers about 28 million people, show 
that its financial condition is likely to continue to 
improve. The program is highly unlikely to run out 
of money in the next 10 years and is lik ly to elimi
nate its deficit within the next three to seven years. 
But without changes in law or additional resources, 
the agency proje t thal lh rnulli-mployer pro
gram 1s fiscal year 20'16 defi it of $59 billion will 
incr as , wilh lh v rage proj ct d cl ficit (look
ing across multiple e anomic s narios) rising to al
most $80 billion (in nominal dollars) for fiscal year 
2026. 

Kaplan lake NLRB eat. R publi an Milrvin E. 
Kaplan took his sea! on Lh National Labor Rela
tion l3oard (NUrn) on August 10. His term •nds 
on August 27, 2020. Before taking the NLRB seat, 
Kaplan served as chief counsel to the chairman of 
the Occupational Safety and H 11lh Review Com
mission

1 
, nd before that, he served as couqsel for 

the House Committee on Oversight Government 
Reform and as policy counsel for the House Com
mittee on Education and the Workforce. The nomi
nation of William J. Emanuel, an attorney repre
'ent·ing manag · ment in employment matters, was 
c nfirmed on S ··ptember 25. With Emanuel taking 
the last open seat on the NLRB, the Board now has 
its first Republican majority in a decade. 

EEOC issues new EEO law digest. The Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in 
August announced its latest edition of its federal
se tor Digest of Equal Employment Opportunity 
Law. The new edition features a spe ial article 
titled "Establishing Disparate Treatment Discrimi
nation," which discusses the analysis of disparate 
treatment discrimination claims and recent EEOC 
decisions. The digest is available at www.eeoc.gov/ 
federal/digest/vol_3_fy17.cfm. 

MSHA finds no mines eligible for Pattern 
of Violations notice. The U.S. Department of La
bor's (DOL) Mine Safety and Health Administra
tion (MSHA) announced in August that for the third 
consecutive year, none of the nation's more than 
13,000 mining operations meets the criteria for a 
Pattern of Violations (POV) notice. The screening 
period started on July 1, 2016, and ended on June 
30, 2017. The POV provision in the Federal Mine 
Safety an J Health A t of 1977 is one of Lhe MSHA's 
toughest enfor<:ement tools. lt"s reserved for min s 
that pose the greatest risk Lo Lhe he Ith < nd saf .ty 
of miners.+ 
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1 tip my hat to the Miccosukee as tation at mile marker 
49 on I-75. It was open both pre- and post-hurrican . Tb I in s 
we:r � long, but th attendants were truly fri ndly. Mi. osuk 
pol i  e k pt carsln Jin and moving. The gas st tion mane er 
was overwheln.li d wi.tl1 customers for hour. on end, espe ially 
after the gas pump st pped taking credit cards. But she kept 
her cool in th foce of .rud (and a few crazy) custom r . She 
spoke politely to all who complained or had questions. 

Th· one bad appl during the whole trip was a convenience 
store att ndant in p st-hutr.icane Ft. Myer . Th· area off the 
exit ramp l ked like a zombi apocaJyps" Th . ntir-• area \Vas 
without power and r ally b·1tt r d. How ver, we st pp-•d and 
asked if we coul d  use th restroom. ".Hellno! Tam not cleaning 
up after anyone!" remarked the clerk. 

So, we jumped back in the car and drove to the next exit. In 
the devastation, there was a Publix Supermarket open and run
ning on backup p w r. The friendly employees were working 
as if it was just another workday. They had shown up for work 
less than two days after the area was almost wiped off the map. 

For all the lawsuits, charges of discrimination, and em
pl yee omplaints I 11an.dJe v ry day, it was omething ex
b« rdinary to ee so many employ es doing their jobs 'in such 
a stellar fashion under such extreme circumstances. Florida em
ployers, you should be proud of your employees! 

Robert Turk is a shareholder and the chair of the Labor & Employ
ment Department at Stearns Weaver Miller. You may contact him at 
rturk@stearnsweaver.com or 305-789-3460. +

NONCOMPETE AGREEMENT 

'The lead is mine'-
Referral sources can support 
noncompete agreements 
by Jeffrey D. Slanker 
Sniffen & Spellman, PA. 

Nonco111pet ngreemenls limit the ability of individunl employ
ees to co11tlr111e opemtin:;: in. the same line of IJ11si11ess iu roughly the 
same geogrt1p1tic area for a certain p riorl of f'ime nfl-er f/1ey leave an 
employer. These agr ·ements are valuable tools that businesses can use 
to protect their interests. 

Noncompete litigation can often be contentious, however. Indeed, 
courts a1'e reluctant to plrrce restrictions 011 lite ability of individ11als lo
earn n living, even if they.f,·eely enl'ered iilto a; co11.tractunl relntio11ship
groing up certain r1..<;pects of that very right. Ma11y times, litigation ovel' 
/he nlidity of n no11con1pete agreement focuses on whether the scope of 
the agreement was permissible in both geography and time. 

Nevertheless, an equally important consideration that also leads 
to m11cli liligntio11 is whether the 11onco111pel'e agreement is supported 
by a lrgilimafe business interest thnt justifies /he co1ttmcl'11al restric
tion . Tile Florida Supreme Court rei.:ently held that protecting business 

co11ti1111ed 011 pg. 4 
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ASK ANDY
Unlimited vacation policies: a curse or blessing?
by Andy Rodman
Stearns Weaver Miller Weissler
Alhadeff & Sittersory PA.

When companies adopt unlimited vacation poli-
cies, they can save the cost associated with paying
out accrued but unused vacation on termination
under a traditional vacation accrual policy.

Managers and HR professionals no longer have to
spend time tracking accrual and usage of vacation
time.

Drawbacks
However, such a policy also has its drawbacks, in-

cluding the following:

. Hiring and recruitment becomes much more im-
portant in an unlimited vacation environment be-
cause the "wroÍrg" type of employee may abuse
an unlimited vacation policy.

. An unlimited vacation policy that doesn t apply to
all employees (exempt and nonexempt) may create
a sense of resentment and result in decreased em-
ployee morale and loyalty.

. Unlimited vacation policies may not be practi-
cal in work environments where work isntt ,,self-

directed," such as retail businesses.

. Even with an unlimited vacation policy, employ-
ers need to monitor vacation use to make suie
that everybody doesn't decide to take vacation at
the same time.

Not for everyone
Every workplace has its own personality, and un-

limited time-off policies will not work for every com-
pany. But if you have a trusting and loyal workforce,
and if you're looking to boost morale and attract new
talent, it may be just what the doctor ordered.

Andy Rodman is a shnreholder snd director at the
Miami office of Stearns Weaaer Miller. If you haae a
question or issue thnt you would like Andy to address,
e-mail nrodman@stearnsrnenaer.cont or call Andy at
305-789-3255. Your identity will not be disclosed in any

response.

This coluntn isn't intended to proaide
legal adaice. Answers to personnel-related
inquiries are highly fact-dependent nnd
often aary state by state, so you should
consult with employment lqw counsel
beþre making personnel decisions. *

a I'm considering adopting an "unlimited ancation" pol-
icy, but I'm nfraid that employees ruill take adoantage of it
and that productiaity will sffir. What are your thoughts?

A Traditionally, employers have crafted time-off
policies under which employees either accrue time off
periodically (often by the workweek or monthly) or
are granted a lump sum of vacation time at the begin-
ning of the calendar or anniversary year. The amount
of vacation time increases with seniority-new hireg
for example, would be entitled to less vacation than an
employee with 10 years of seniority.

Not too long ago, a handful of Silicon Valley tech
companies created the concept of unlimited vacation
for employees. These are some of the same tech com-
panies that set up game Íooms, lounges, and fitness
facilities for their employees. Although only a small
percentage of U.S. companies have jumped on the un-
limited vacation bandwagory the concept has caught
the attention and curiosity of most.

Many HR professionals who have considered-but re-
jected-the concept of unlimited vacation have done
so because they fear employee abuse, which they
worry will result in decreased productivity and rev-
enue. Many studies, however, have shown that most
employees don't abuse unlimited vacation policies. In-
terestingly, some companies with these policies have
experienced a decrease in vacation usage, perhaps be-
cause employees fear being tagged as "the abuser.,, Or
maybe, just maybe, employees in an unlimited vaca-
tion environment do a pretty good job balancing work
and personal commitments.

Benefits

Some commonly cited benefits of an unlimited
vacation policy include the following:

. Flexible vacation policies are viewed as valuable
recruitment and retention tools.

¡ Unlimited vacation policies send the messagg ,,We

trust you" to employees, which helps improve em-
ployee morale and loyalty.

a

ffi
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referral sources is such a legitimate interest under certain

circumstances.

The court conducted such an analysis in these cases

and found that the protection of referral sources was
a sufficient interest to support the noncompete agree-

ments. White a. Mederi Caretenders Visiting Seroices of
Southeast Floridø, No. SC16-28 and Americare HomeTher'
øpy,Inc. a, Hiles, No. SCL6-400.

Takeaway

Noncompete agreements are valuable tools for em-

ployers that want to ensure employees don-t take valu-
ãblé t for*ation or resources with them once they leave.

The Florida Supreme Court's decision in this case pro-
vides you withãnother potential legitimate interest that
would support the enforcement of a noncompete. It algo

implicitþ holds that even an interest that isnt specifi-
.ally lirted in the statute could potentially justify a non-

compete agreement.

It is important to note that whether the protectiorr
of referral sources or another legitimate interest is suffi-
cient to support a noncomPete is a fact-intensive inquiry.
As you're eiploring options to protect your relationships
and informátion, it's crucial that you consult with em-
ployment lawyers drlring the contract drafting process

io óvaluate the existence of a legitimate interest and
whether a noncompete would be enforceable' A good
labor and employment attorney can craft noncompete
agreements to withstand court scrutiny and put you on
the best footing to protect your livelihood.

IeffreV D. Slønker is øn attorney at Snffin Û Spellmøn,

P.A., in Tallnhassee. He cøn be reached at 850-205-1996 or
j sl anker @ snifþnl aw. c om. *

Facts

The case before the Florida Supreme Court was ac-

tually two separate cases that were consolidated. Both
careé 

"onc"rned 
the home healthcare industry and in-

volved situations in which a home healthcare agency

attempted to restrict the ability of its employees to com-

pete alter termination through contractual noncompete
ãgreements. The agencies justified the necessity of the

nóncompetes by claiming their interest in protec-ting

their referral sources and preventing employees from
taking referral sources to direct competitors, which hap-

pened in these cases.

Before the supreme court's decisiory there was some

question about whether such an interest was legitimate

and could support a noncomPete agreement. Indeed, the

Florida District Courts of Appeal issued conflicting rul-
ings regarding this exact question.

Florìda Supreme Court's decisìon

The Florida Supreme Court held that the agencies'

interest in protecting referral sources did justify non-
competes in certain circumstances' Florida statutes

provìde the starting point for determining the permis-
ilUitlty of a noncompete agreement. The relevant statute

requiies a legitimate business interest in order to enforce

u tiotr"o*pete. The provision goes on to list five legiti-
mate business interests that would support enforcing
a noncompete, including the need to protect (1) trade

secrets; (2) confidential information; (3) substantial re-

lationships with customers, patients, or clients; (4) cus-

tomer, pátient, or client goodwilf and (5) extraordinary
or specialized training.

The court held that although the statute didnt spe-

cifically list referral sources as a legitimate interest that
could ãupport a noncomPete, it didn't preclude them
from being a basis to support a noncompete. Rather,
it held thaf the list of legitimate interests in the statute
wasnt exhaustive.

It's important to note that the court didnt hold that
protecting referral sources was automatically sufficient
grounds io support a noncompete agreement. Rather,

i-t found that theìe must be a fact- and industry-specific
examination of the context of each case to determine if it
supports the restriction on the employee's ability to com-

pete with his former employer. Indeed, an examination
õf tne industry, how important the referral sources are/

and an employer's efforts and investment in developing
the referralsources are all facts that courts must examine
to determine if the protection of referral sources is an in-
terest that can support the enforcement of a noncompete.

4

Avoid these 5 mistakes
in your FMIA policy

Despite the føct that it's coming up on its 25th nnniaersary

eørly next yent the Family and Medicøl Leøae Act GMLA)
coniinurt io coute grief to eaen seasoned HR professionals.

From reløtiaely simple tasks like keeping up with the løtest

tl.S. Department of Labor (DOL) forms, to the trickiest is-

sues of tracking intermittent leaae or høndling suspected leaae

fraud, employers large and small can struggle to get it right'

The good news is that many problems are easily solaedby-

correcting some common mistakes in your FMLA and related

policies.

5. Nof addressìng leave after
childbirth or adoption

Although you arent required to do sq consider lim-
iting the use of intermittent or reduced-schedule leave

aftei childbirth or the adoption of a child. The FMLA
allows you to require all such leave to be taken in one

October 2017
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continuous block of time. Keep in mind that you need to
distinguish between bonding time with the new child
and leave taken for an actual medical issue. You can fe-
strict intermittent leave for the first but not for the latter'

You also might want to consider a "hybrid" ap-
proacþ in which the leave must be taken continuously
but the employee is allowed to transition back into the
workplace on a reduced work schedule.

4, Not havìng a minimum
ìncrement of leave

Unless you're unconcerned about how much leave
an employee takes, it's generally in your best interest to
capture all absences that are FMlA-related. While many

It's unrealistic to
track every FMLA-
related absence
down to the minute.

employers track only
"substanti al" ab-
sences, this approach
can cause problems.
In short, it increases
the risk that the ab-
sences will be held
against the employee

under your attendance policy or will subject her to retal-
iation from her supervisor (both of which are prohibited
bytheFMLA).

Recognizing that it's unrealistic to track every
FMlA-related absence down to the minute, the regula-
tions allow you to adopt a minimum increment of leave.

This can reduce the administrative burdens of tracking
short absences, improve predictability in staffing, and
prevent employees from taking a few minutes of leave
here or there indefinitely.

In practice, minimum increments of leave can be
tricky, so make sure you study up on them before put-
ting one in place.

3. Nof choosing an FMLA leave year

Every employer's FMLA policy should state what
FMLA leave year it uses. The leave year determines
when an employee gets more FMLA leave once he has
used his full L2-week allotment (or 26 weeks for military
caregiver leave). The types of leave year include:

. Calendar-year method (or another fixed l2-month
period). The employee gets a new 12 weeks of leave

as soon as the new yeff starts.

. 12-month "looking fotwatd" leave year. The em-
ployee has 12 months-starting on his first day of
leave-to take l2weeks of leave for that particular
reason,

. L2-month "rolling back" leave year. For each day
of absence, you look back t2 months to determine
whether the employee has any remaining FMLA
time.

October 2017

While each of these approaches has some benefit,
the only one that prevents an employee from potentially
getting more than 12 weeks of FMLA leave in a row is
the rolling backward method, and it is the best choice for
most employers. If you dont say which leave year you
use, you will be required to use whichever is most ben-
eficial to the employee.

2. Not requ¡ring concurrent leave
Arguably the most important decision to make in

your FMLA policy is whether-and how-you require
other types of leave to run concurrently with FMLA
leave. Requiring concurrent leave prevents employees
from stringing together numerous different types of
leave and then tacking FMLA leave on top of that. If you
offer more than one type of paid leave, we recommend
spelling out the order in which they must be used.

Rather than requiring employees to use all thepaid
leave available to them, you might want to consider al-
lowing them to keep some of it in reserve to use after
they return to work.

1. Overly generous leave policìes
Finally, employers frequently create their own prob-

lems by providing paid leave policies that are simply
too generous. This is particularþ common with non-
profit employerg which can make up for low wages with
abundant amounts of paid leave. What typically hap-
pens is that the generous leave-combined with the em-
ployer's other policies, such as not requiring FMLA leave
to be concurrent-results in the employee being out for
a long time before the FMLA even kicks in. That's not a
situation most employers want to be in.

Bottom line
Tâke some time to reviewyour FMLApolicyinlight

of the mistakes identified in this article. But dont do it in
a vacuum. As mistake #1 demonstrates, sometimes the
problem isnt in the FMLA policy itself but in how it in-
teracts with your other policies. *
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WACE AND HOUR LAW

Don't get tripped up by
these common hurdles when
determining overtime

With nll the emphasis and efþrt thøt høs been placed on
ernployment law oaer the last decade, it's surprising how many
employers still don't høae ø bøsic understanding of their ouer-
time obligøtions under the Fnir Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
It's easy to or:erlook a number of triclcy scenarios in which you
may not eaenrealizeyou ou)e an employee oaertime.

While it's impossible to touch on eaery such situation,let's
look øt some of the most common errors and mistaken assump-
tions thøt could get you into trouble.

Work tìme that seems like ìt ìsn't
One of the biggest hurdles to correctly paying em-

ployees for overtime is making sure you are capturing
all hours worked. If you arer{t, there's a good chance
you won't always realize when an employee works more
than 40 hours in a week.

The following oft-overlooked types of activities are
frequently considered compensable and may need to be
included when counting hours worked:

. On-call and otherwaiting time. On-call employees
(or employees at work who are waiting to be given
something to do) may be entitled to overtime pay.

. Working breaks. Employees who cant use their
break time for their own purposes may need to be
paid for it.

. Preliminary activities. Employees must be paid
for certain before-work activities if they are in-
tegral to the work. Examples include putting on
safety gear and going through security protocols or
checkpoints.

Employer obligations under
50+ employment laws

Get the only at-a-glance
reference volume that
explains employer
obligations under 50+
employment laws, for
each ofthe 50 states.

To order, call 8OO.727.5257
or vi sit ¡tore.HRHero.com/50-Employment-[aun-¡n-50-States
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. Unauthorized, overtime. You may have to pay em-
ployees for overtime worked even if you have a
policy prohibiting overtime. You are allowed, how-
ever, to discipline employees who violate your no-
overtime rule.

¡ Hours worked "oÍÍtheclock." You mayhave topay
overtime for hours worked that weren't initially re-
ported to you if you have reason to know they were
worked.

Employees you thìnk should be exempt
Too many employers still use the terms "salaried"

and'êxempt" interchangeably. The truth is that the
main overtime exemptions-for executive, professional,
and administrative employees-require more than just
a salary. The employees also have to:

o With some exceptionq be paid a minimum salary of
$455 per week ($23,660 per year) and

. Perform exempt duties as specified in U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor (DOL) regulations.

Employees who are paid less than 9455 per week
(fi29,0øO per year) arertot exernpt and must be paid over-
time. The only exception is that there is no minimum
pay requirement for doctors, lawyers, teachers, or out-
side sales representatives.

Salaried employees who don't perform exempt du-
ties. Employees who meet the salary requirements but
don't perform exempt duties aren't exempt and mustbe
paid overtime. The exempt duties tests may be the most
complicated part of an exemption analysis. For each
employee you want to classify as exempt you need to
closely consider whether she meets any of the exempt
duties tests. And dont assume anything-for example,
just because an employee has a law degree doesnlt mean
she's doing exempt work.

Highly paid employees. Being highly compensated
doesnt automatically make an employee exempf no mat-
ter how much he makes. \A/hile there is an exemption for
highly compensated employees, it applies only to those
who (1) receive "total annual compensation" of at least
$100,000 and (2) perform at least one exempt duty (they
donlt necessarily have to meet an exempt duties test).

Exclusively "blue-collar" workers should never be
classified as exempt.

Earnìngs to include in
overtime calculatìon

This is an often overlooked area of concern. As you
know, overtime hours are paid at'time and a half"-
meaning you have to add 50 percent to an employee's
"regular hourþ tate" fot overtime hours.

The problem is that it's extremely easy to miscal-
culate an employee's regular hourþ rate. You have to
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include all earnings for the week, divide by the total
number of hours worked, and then use that number to
calculate the overtime rate for the week. Some extras
that could easilybe overlooked include:

¡ Bonuses. Nondiscretionary bonuses must be in-
cluded when calculating the regular rate of pay.

. Premium pay. This means extra pay for working
holidays, night shifts, and so on.

. Opt-out payments. If you offer employees the op-
tion of a cash payment when they dont enroll in
your group health plarç that payment may need to
be included in calculating their regular hourþ rate.
(There are also a number of other compliance con-
cerns associated with such offerings.)

Bottom line
Don't be caught off guard by any of these all-too-

common misconceptions about when you are and arent
required to pay overtime. Conduct a comprehensive re-
view of your wage and hour policies and practiceg and
follow up on an annual basis. It's the first step in making
sure yorl dont have a wage and hour violation or lawsuit
inyour future. *

DISABILITY

Are workers with substance
abuse issues protected under
the ADA and the FMLA?

Alcohol is the most commonly used addictiae substance

in the United Støtes, with an estimated L7.6 million Ameri-
cans sffiring from nlcohol øbuse, according to the National
Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence. It's nlso esti-
mated thnt 4,2 million Americans øre dependent on or øbuse

mnrijuann. Based on those numbers, there's a significant likeli-
hood that one of your coworkers or employees has a substance

abuse problem. This article discusses the general legøl require-

ments under the Americans with Disnbilities Act (ADA) and
the Family and Medical Leaue Act (FMLA) for employees with
substance abuse problems.

Protections under the ADA
Individuals suffering from alcoholism are protected

under the ADA if they can perform their job duties
safely and effectively. The ADA allows an employer
to hold an employee with alcoholism to the same
qualifications and job performance standards as other
employees. Therefore, you may discipline an employee
who currently abuses alcohol and doesn't perform his
job effectively.

For instance, there is nothing to prevent you from
disciplining or terminating an employee who is fre-
quently absent because of his alcohol abuse. The only
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caveat to this rule is that you must hold alcoholic em-
ployees to the same disciplinary standards as other
employees.

An employee with alcoholism is entitled to a reason-
able accommodation if he is participating in a treatment
program and isn't currently abusing alcohol. A common
reasonable accommodation is a leave of absence to allow
the employee to attend a rehabilitation program or a
modified schedule to allow him to participate in such a

program. If an employee informs you that he is an alco-
holic, you should work with him to see if there's an ap-
propriate accommodation that would allow him to seek
the appropriate treatment for his alcoholism.

By contras! an individual who is currently using il-
legal drugs typically isnt protected under the ADA. For
instance, a drug test that shows an employee is using il-
legal drugs bars him from the ADAs protections. Agair¡
you are allowed to hold employees to the performance
standards applicable to their jobs regardless of any sub-
stance abuse problems they have. And you clearly can
prohibit the use of drugs in the workplace and require
that employees not be under the influence of any drugs
in the worþlace.

The ADA doesn't prevent employers from testing
applicants or employees for current illegal drug use or
from making employment decisions based on verifiable
drug test results. A test for the illegal use of drugs isnt
considered a medical examination under the ADA.
However, an individual with a past drug problem who
is no longer using drugs illegally ls protected under
the ADA if he has completed or is participating in a
supervised rehabilitation program, The difficult part for
employers is determining what constitutes 'turrent drug
use."

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
(EEOC) Technical Assistance Manual defines 'turrent
drug use" as the "illegal use of drugs that has occurred
recently enough to justify an employer's reasonable be-
lief that involvement with drugs is an ongoing prob-
lem." lJnfortunately, the EEOC and the courts have not
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promulgated a clear-cut rule to define current drug use. Thug it,s
imperative to carefully consider an employee's recent drug use
and enrollment in a rehabilitation program when you're deter-
mining if the employee should be terminated.

Protections under the FMLA
Leave under the FMLA may be taken for treatment of alco-

holism or substance abuse only in accordance with the instruc-
tions of a healthcare provider. The FMLA does not apply to ab-
sences caused by drug or alcohol use outside of treatment. In
other words, an employee isn t permitted to take FMLA leave
simply because he is an alcoholic and cannot make it to work. On
the other hand, an employee may take FMLA leave to care for a
covered family member who is receiving treatment for substance
abuse.

Determining what constitutes treatment for substance abuse
versus abuse of the substance isnt an easy task. In Picarazzi a. lohn
Crane, Inc., arr alcoholic employee had attendance problems and
informed his employer that he needed to attend a rehabilitation
program. The employer agreed that he could take 12 weeks of
leave under the FMLA to attend the program. However, during
the 12-week period, the employee suffered relapses and didnt
consistently participate in treatment. As a result, the employer
terminated him, reasoning that his absences didn't qualify for
FMLA leave because he wasnt actively participating in the reha-
bilitation program.

'T'L^ ^^..-L )i^^^---^^l - -l l,.I-l ¡l- . , I t. .t Irtlc LUutt" LttùdËrecLr dltLt IrCtU rttAt tU Ue ellglOlg fof flvlLA
leave, the employee didn't have to be under the care of a physi-
cian or enrolled in a rehabilitation institute for each day he was
on leave. This decision illustrates the difficulty in determining
whether an employee is entitled to FMLA leave when he seekÀ
treatment for substance abuse.

Bottom line
There is nothing in the ADA or the FMLA that prevents an

employer from terminating an employee who has performance
or attendance problems because he is an alcoholic or a drug
addict. However, an employee who seeks treatment for substancó
abuse is entitled to leave under the FMLA and a reasonable
accommodation under the ADA. To minimize liability, you
should consult with legal counsel before taking an adverse
employment action against an employee who has substance
abuse problems. *
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